Language is nature in action and something humans do. This literature review presents evidence from the literature that suggests that learning a foreign language in a classroom situation does not require high levels of student motivation. It is instead suggested that high levels of motivation are needed to make progress when a teacher is using traditional teaching methods. It is shown that all healthy human brains are excellent at learning and using language, and high levels of motivation to learn a foreign language are not required if teaching practices and materials replicate natural learning experiences, and class participation is ensured. This work is of great importance to teachers as it demonstrates that teachers would help students more by investing their time in developing class materials than by worrying about student motivation.
acquisition see : Chater & Christiansen 2010b , Hagen 2008 , Hulstijn et al. 2014 , and what the brain learns when it learns a language (for reviews of see: Ellis et al. 2015 , Kirby & Christiansen 2003 , Pleyer & Winters 2014 .
How the Brain Learns Foreign Languages as Relating to Teaching Methods
Language is a natural phenomenon, but humans are not born with the ability to produce and understand language, as we are born with the ability, for example, to digest food. However, although language has no genetic basis, the physiologies that support the ability to learn and use a language do (Fisher & Marcus 2006 , Lachlan & Feldman 2003 , Poeppel et al. 2012 , and they are probably adaptations of structures and competencies that existed before language (Smith & Kirby 2008 , Christiansen & Chater 2015 , Dąbrowska 2015 , Deák 2014 . Below is examined how the brain learns foreign languages, starting with brain function, going on to look at teaching and then learning.
Neurolinguistics. An examination of how the brain learns languages necessarily has to begin with a discussion of how the brain handles native and foreign languages. Neurolinguistics seeks to understand how the cognitive capacity for language is subserved by the biological tissue of the brain (Kemmerer 2014) , and there is a substantial body of research comparing the brain activity of native speakers (L1) and users of a foreign language learnt in adulthood (L2), i.e. not bilinguals, who learnt two languages as children and are proficient in the use of both. While it is certain that learning a foreign language as an adult changes how the brain processes language (Yang et al. 2015) , work examining these changes is conflicting, with some investigations showing that individuals use different brain areas if using L1 or L2 (Hefling at al. 2012 , Pèrez et al. 2015 , and others showing that similar brain areas are used when using either L1 or L2 (Batterink & Neville 2013 , Bowden et al. 2013 , Morgan-Short et al 2012a . Additionally, the age at which a language is learnt has been shown to affect the areas of the brain that are used. Research has shown that monolingual natives and people who were late acquirers of the same language as an L2, i.e. had a different childhood native tongue, use different brain pathways when using the two languages equally proficiently (Hernandez et al. 2007 , Perani et al. 2003 . Nevertheless, despite the lack of consensus about which areas of the brain are active when using an L2, it has been shown that more proficient L2 users show more native-like brain activity (Bowden et al. 2013 , Clahsen & Felser 2006 , Morgan-Short et al. 2012a ). Teaching and Successful L2 Acquisition. Children in their home country reach fluency in L1 without explicit instruction by the age of 4 or 5 years, and children growing up in one country with a non-native parent who familiarizes their growing children with their native language become bilingual in a similar time (Scheffner Hammer et al. 2014 ). However, foreign language acquisition in a classroom is different, and the factors important in enabling a person to acquire a foreign language are discussed below. In the classroom, a foreign language is often studied; rather than a student guessing and trying to work-out what is going on around them, or simply just using what is heard repeatedly in communicative situations. These two different modes of learning are termed explicit ('studying' in a classroom) and implicit ('picking up' the language as a result of communicating) respectively (Ellis 2015) , and users who learnt their L2 implicitly exhibit more native-like activity patterns in the brains when using their L2 (Batterink & Neville 2013 , Morgan-Short et al. 2012b . Another potential way teaching methods might differ is whether the L2 was supplied to students by their teachers as something that should be consciously memorized, like historical dates, or something that was learnt through repetition, like a sport. These different methods, namely declarative learning (explicit memorizing) and procedural learning (learning by doing many times), access different types of memory, and there is evidence to suggest that language relies much more on procedural-memory. Moreover, these different types of memory use different brain-areas, which in turn affects fluency and speed-of-recall (Morgan-Short et al. 2014). Procedural-learning via imprinting following a high frequency of hearing and using the same structures and words eliminates the need for memorizing (Diessel 2007 , Gries & Ellis 2015 . Additionally, learning needs repetition as it is quite possibly nonlinear (Fisher 2008) , and the brain continues organizing material long after the learning episode (Morgan-Short et al. 2012a). However, some explicit instruction and declarative-learning is beneficial in the early stages of learning an L2 (Morgan-Short et al. 2014), and implicit-learning of L2 alone is not effective (Andringa & Rebuschat 2015 , Boers et al. 2014 , Kirschner et al. 2006 . Learning and Successful L2 Acquisition. Having looked at the teaching factors that determine successful L2 acquisition, presented below are learning processes that mirror how we all learnt our native language. Guessing meaning and structure and predicting what comes next. Children learning a native language initially guess meanings, and frequently using the same words and phrases means that as the same meaning-word pairing is made more often, the meaning becomes more concrete in the mind; confidence in its meaning increases. This 'guessing' is called bootstrapping, and occurs in learning L1, both for semantics and syntax (Deacon 1997 , Fisher et al. 2010 , Höhle 2009 ). Furthermore, language is a social activity, and successful language learning needs interaction with others in the target language (Chater & Christiansen 2010 , Kuhl 2011 . A large part of interacting is predicting what is going to come next-action or language-which is also important for language learning (Misyak et al. 2010) , as is predicting whether the use of a certain unit of language in a particular situation is possible (Robenalt & Goldberg 2015) . Noticing and self-correcting mistakes. Paying attention to form and structure of utterances, checking the listener's response and self-correcting mistakes aid retention and progress in L2 acquisition (Adam 2003 , Mackey 2006 , Schmidt 1990 . The role of reward and novelty. Stimulation with novel learning-experiences has been shown to improve learning (Sousa 2011 , Tokuhama-Espinosa 2010 . Much of this can be explained by the release in the brain of the neurotransmitter dopamine. Dopamine release is closely connected to novel situations (Costa et al. 2014 ) and reward (Baudonnat et al. 2013) , and is related to learning (Puig et al. 2014 ) and has been shown to improve L2 learning , Wong et al. 2013 ).
What the Brain Acquires from a Language as Relating to Lesson Contents
Ideas from the Cognitive-Linguistics Framework. In the Cognitive-Linguistic paradigm-including Construction Grammar approaches, which propose that language can be defined as the knowledge of form-meaning pairings, and the Usage-Based approaches, which propose that language acquisition and processing are based on instances of actual language use-language is seen as tightly integrated with cognition as a whole (Pleyer and Winters 2014) . Construction grammars propose that all levels of description using grammar rely on formulaic structures that represent form-meaning pairings being recognized and fixed in the mind, or 'cognitively entrenched', through repetition, ; Usage-based approaches state that meaning and structure emerge from use (Tomasello 2008) , and that language users are sensitive to input-frequencies resulting in more frequent structures being learnt more easily and processed more fluently . For both divisions within the Cognitive-Linguistic paradigm, frequency of occurrence of words and structures is important, and there is substantial evidence that the brain is highly sensitive to frequently-heard patterns in language (Alali & Schmitt 2012 , Chater & Vitányi 2003 , Corrigan et al. 2009 , Ellis 2012 , Ortaçtepe 2013 , Serrano et al. 2014 , Wray 2000 , Wray 2012 ). Ideas from Evolutionary Linguistics. In Evolutionary Linguistics, language is seen as a complex adaptive system resulting from the interaction of the individual learning the language, how the language has changed over history and how humans have changed through history (Pleyer and Winters 2014) . The idea of language changing to be better suited to its environment is more than ten years old (Kirby & Christiansen 2003 , Brighton et al. 2005 ), but these ideas are currently undergoing revision due to their former reliance on ideas of an inborn, innate language template in the Universal Grammar ideas of Chomsky (1965) , which are no longer a central framework theory in linguistics (Dąbrowska 2015 , Evans & Levinson 2009 ). Contemporary Evolutionary Linguistics sees language as something that is learnt socially from more proficient users in a process of iterative learning (de Boer 2015 , Griffiths & Kalish 2007 , Kirby et al. 2014 , Kirby et al. 2015 , which also has social impacts, and processes driving language change have also been referred to as cultural selection (Smith & Kirby 2008 , Steels 2011 , Tamariz M. et al. 2014 ). This change in language can happen randomly in small populations, like randomly fluctuating gene-frequencies in genetic drift (Kimura 1968) . However, selection to be better suited to the environment, like biological evolution, is a far more powerful and directional driver of change, and evolutionary linguistics sees language as changing over time to make it easier to learn and use (Croft 2008) . Learnability is defined as all individuals in a language group being able to reconstruct the same language from the all different learning experiences of the individuals in the group (Kirby & Christiansen 2003) , and the ability for the language to survive intact over many episodes of transmission (Brighton et al. 2005 , Kirby et al. 2015 ; usability is defined as being able to describe things unambiguously, and being able to process and bring to mind language at a high enough speed to facilitate communication in real-time (Kirby et al. 2015 , Hills & Adelman 2015 . While there is evidence to suggest that English has changed over the past two hundred years to be more usable (Hoffman & Trousdale 2011) and learnable (Hill & Adelman 2015) , it has also been shown that languages evolve to be easier to use, but that this change makes them harder to learn, meaning therefore that usability is more important (Fay & Ellison 2013) . Nevertheless, it is usually considered that learnability and usability cannot continue to change independently because they will eventually trade-off at an equilibrium point (Smith et al. 2013) , as a very simple, easily learnt language cannot be very expressive. It is at this equilibrium point that we see the coevolution of both as the evolution of grammar (Kirby et al. 2015) , which enables more sense to be expressed in fewer words, thereby increasing the speed at which the brain can process language and making it easier to learn (Piantadosi et al. 2012) . The process of language changing over time to be more learnable and useable has been used to explain semantic change (Landsbergen et al. 2010) , syntactic change (Kirby et al. 2015) and vocabulary evolution (Smith 2004) . 5. Bringing together teaching methods, the natural characteristics of brains and language, and motivation Explicit, traditional methods of explaining language to students, which rely on declarative learning and do not repeat common formulas, such as grammar translation or present-practise-produce (PPP) methods, need a great deal of motivation, self-study and practise to develop any proficiency. This is because, as has been explained in detail above, they do not allow the language to be acquired by the brain how nature has intended it to acquire a language, nor do they allow the language to enter the brain how nature has designed it to enter the brain. However, even today in 2016, when researchers have known since the mid-90s that PPP methods are ineffective (Lewis 1996 , Ritchie 2003 , they are still used to teach students (Jarvis 2014) , are still taught on TEFL courses as being the way to teach English to users of other languages (personal experience), and are still the core of the majority of text books currently in use across the EFL world. Additionally, as has been discussed, increasing the motivation of foreign language students has little impact on proficiency progression (McEowna & Takeuchib 2010 , Thurman 2013 , and motivation often wains through the academic year anyway (Busse & Walter 2013) . Additionally, it has been shown that extrinsic motivational drivers are much more effective than intrinsic motivational drivers at increasing student participation (Chen at al. 2005 , Pae 2008 , Warden & Lin 2000 , Wong 2012 , which is needed in lessons for students to acquire any benefit from being present. What is therefore needed, is a method of ensuring students participate in exercises and exercises that mimic-or even augment-how the brain acquires a language and contain language components that make that language learnable. Foreign language students retain more of what is covered in lessons and attain a higher proficiency if more implicit (Morgan-Short et al. 2014, Ellis 2015) methods are employed. Such methods are the communicative, student-centred, activity based approaches that have been suggested as superior alternatives to traditional methods since the mid-90s (Willis & Willis 1996) and have been gaining momentum ever since (Oxford 2006 , Skehan 2003 , Littlewood 2004 , Ellis 2014 . These lessons give students more opportunity to create their own word-meaning and structure-meaning pairings through intention-reading and observing the reactions of communication partners, to implicitly create structural schemes from repeated experiences, to guess and experiment with meanings and structures, and to predict communicative outcomes through storytelling, role play and discussion. Clearly, as has already been discussed, some explicit classroom instruction is necessary, such as guiding students to formally classify patterns that they have used in class. However, this should only make up a small part of class time. Finally, ensuring that students participate could be effected by requiring them to submit evidence of their class work at the end of each lesson.
Conclusion
Increasing student motivation was one field of research that aimed to increase the proficiency of students in communicating in a foreign language. However, motivation in language learning loses the importance it has found in recent decades if teaching practices guarantee participation, mimic natural learning processes, and lesson contents reflect the constituent parts of a language that make it learnable and usable. It has been shown that the human brain can do nothing but acquire a language that it uses in a natural way. This work gives firm reason that for classes of students with low motivation, teachers are better to create engaging, fun activities that repeat common linguistic structures than to try to do something about their low motivation per se. Finally, more research is necessary in the field of language changing to become more learnable. Knowledge of the exact characteristics and contents of a particular language that make it learnable would revolutionize foreign language teaching if this knowledge were incorporated into lessons.
